ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE

INLAND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE

Working Party on the Transport of Dangerous Goods

EUROPEAN AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE INTERNATIONAL CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY ROAD (ADR)

Draft amendments to annexes A and B of ADR

Corrigendum 1

The corrections listed below apply to document ECE/TRANS/WP.15/186.

PART 1

1.6.3.16 and 1.6.4.18 Insert 6.8.2.3, before 6.8.2.4

PART 2

2.2.1.1.7.5 Table, column headed "Specification", against "Shell, spherical or cylindrical / preloaded mortar, shell in mortar", fourth entry

For < 60 g read \( \leq 60 \) g

(The second correction does not concern the English version)

Table, column headed "Definition", against "Shell, spherical or cylindrical / shell of shells (spherical)", fourth and fifth entries

(The correction does not concern the English version)

Table, column headed "Specification", against "Bengal stick", first and second entries

(The corrections do not concern the English version)
Table, column headed "Specification", against "Low hazard fireworks and novelties"

(The correction does not concern the English version)

2.2.7.7.2.1 (a) (The correction does not concern the English version)

PART 3

Table A

Table of modifications, fifth entry (UN No. 2030)

After 2030 insert (PG I)

Table of modifications, tenth entry (UN Nos. 1133, 1139, … 3336)

After 1999, insert 2059,

Consequential amendments after "Delete the entries for the following UN Nos.: 1014, 1015, 1979, 1980, 1981 and 2600."

For In 4.3.3.2.5 read In 4.3.3.2.5, 2.2.2.3 and 4.1.4.1, P200

Consequential amendment after "UN 3373 Amend the proper shipping name …"

For 2.2.62.1.3 read 2.2.62.1.2

UN 3257

After the amendment, add Consequential amendment: In 2.2.9.3 under M9, amend the entry for UN 3257 accordingly.

Last consequential amendment of Chapter 3.2

For 2.2.3.3 and 2.2.8.3 read 2.2.3.3, 2.2.43.3 (W1 and WF1), 2.2.8.3 and 2.2.9.3

At the end, add In column (2) of the table in 1.1.3.6.3, for Transport Category 3, insert: "Class 3: UN No. 3473."

3.3.1 Special provision 325

(The correction does not concern the English version)

Special provision 652, sub-paragraph (d)

Before relief devices insert pressure

Special provision 652, sub-paragraph (f)

For cylinder read receptacle

Special provision 652, first sentence and sub-paragraph (g)

For ships read airships
Special provision 652, after sub-paragraph (g)

For (k) read (h)

PART 4

4.1.1.12  (The correction does not concern the English version)

4.1.4.1  P001, PP1, sub-paragraph (a)

(The correction does not concern the English version)

4.1.4.1  P400 (1), P401 (1), P402 (1), P403, P404, P410, P601 (4), P602 (4), P800 and P802 (5)

For Pressure receptacles may be used read Pressure receptacles,

4.3.4.1.2  Code L4BN, first entry (Class 3, classification code F1)

For "I, III, boiling point > 35 °C" read "I, III, boiling point ≤ 35 °C"

PART 6

6.1.5.2.6  Last sentence

For "high density, high or medium mass" read "high density, high or medium molecular mass"

6.2.2  Table, column headed "Reference", second entry

(The correction does not concern the English version)

6.2.4.3.2.1.2  For plastic read plastics

6.2.4.3.3  Sub-paragraph (a), number of footnote

For 2 read 4W

6.2.5.6.3.1  First sentence

For insert "of personnel" after "responsibilities" and delete ", and power of the management" read replace ", responsibilities and power of the management" with "and responsibilities of personnel"

6.2.5.8.2  Consequential amendment

After 6.2.1.7.2 (f) insert (after "For cylinders of less than 1 kg ... the last digit.")

6.4.22.1 (b)  For requirement read requirements
6.8.2.1.14 (c) For (absolute pressure) read (absolute pressure) at 50 °C and a boiling point
6.8.2.1.14 (d) For (absolute pressure) read (absolute pressure) at 50 °C
6.8.2.2.7 For (absolute) read (absolute) at 50 °C
6.9.2.10 Delete Insert "where:" after the formulae.

PART 7

7.3.1.3 to 7.3.1.13 At the end, add except that in paragraph 7.3.1.13 (before sub-paragraph (a)) replace "in a container" with "in a bulk container or container" and in paragraph 7.3.1.13 (g) replace "container" with "bulk container or container"

The corrections listed below apply to ECE/TRANS/WP.15/186/Add.1:

1.9.5.2.2 Tunnel category E, NOTE Insert , 3359 after 3331
Table A In the table, entry for Class 9, second column After Others insert except UN No 3359